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Not all advisors are created equal
The term financial advisor is applied to so many things
these days. I was at the dentist once for some major work
and the “financial advisor” came into the room to review
the costs. I doubt she was a true financial advisor. Just a
clever way of telling me it was going to cost $5,000!
But even in the financial world, there are many types of
“advisors” – financial planners, to investment advisors,
wealth managers, Certified Financial Planners (CFPs),
insurance agents, and the list goes on. But it basically can
be broken into two worlds: fiduciaries and non-fiduciaries.
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A FIDUCIARY is
someone who must act in a
person’s best interest. They
must always keep the
interest of that person
above their own personal
interest.

Aren’t all financial advisor already “Fiduciaries”?

The answer is NO!
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Most people assume that the person advising them on their money
and financial affairs have their best interests at heart, but you would
be shocked to learn that many advisors are not always acting in a
client’s best interest. A great many advisors are, in fact, not
fiduciaries.
For most large financial organizations, they fall under what is known
as the “Suitability Rule” rule for behavior. Did the advisor give
suitable advice for the situation? Perhaps. But the burden of proof
is on the client. For example, you ask your advisor for an investment
that will grow faster than inflation for your retirement account. He
sells you Fund A instead of Fund B. What you don’t know is that the
advisor may be getting an extra bonus or a higher commission for
selling Fund A. So, was that really in your best interest or the
advisor’s best interest? The burden of proof falls on your shoulders,
hence all the “read the prospectus carefully before investing”
verbiage that is commonly seen.
Now if the advisor is a fiduciary, he would have to advise you to buy
the fund that was in YOUR best interest. And the burden of proof
falls on that advisor’s shoulders to act in that manner.
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What types of advisors are fiduciaries?
There are investment advisors, financial planners, and wealth managers.
They can work for large advisory firms, accounting firms, or have a small
local firms. Some firms specialize in managing your investment
portfolio, and provide little or no financial planning. These firms are not
interested in helping you with your day to day planning needs.
Some firms are only interested in providing comprehensive financial
planning and less interested in managing investment portfolios. Others,
like The Athena Financial Group, do both financial planning and
investment planning for clients and are looking to establish a
relationship with their clients.
If you are only looking for sophisticated investment advice and will
judge your advisor on how they outperform the market, a pure
investment planning firm would be a good fit for you.
If you want help with life’s financial challenges, like college planning,
retirement planning, estate planning or even mundane questions like
should you buy or lease a car., then a comprehensive financial planning
firm would be a better choice for you.

ADVISORY SERVICES OFFERED THROUGH ATHENA ADVISORY SERVICES, INC, A REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISORY FIRM.
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How can you tell if your advisor
is a fiduciary or not?
You can start by asking them. Most true fiduciary firms are very
proud of this and adhere to high standards. They will have no
problem confirming that they are fiduciaries.

Most advisors who work for a Registered Investment Advisory
have something called an ADV, which is the document the firm
submits to the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC). This
information can be found at brokercheck.com. Simply put the
firms name into the search engine and up comes their most
recent filing. It will tell you who owns the firm, if there are any
complaints against them and their general fee schedule.
It will also indicate any conflicts of interest. For example, some
have their own proprietary products and advisors selling them
have an inherent conflict of interest because they make money
from the advice and that investment. Not all conflicts of interest
are inherently bad,; it is just good for you to know about them.
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There are different types of fees
Below is a brief description of the different types of compensation. You
may be paying some, all, or none of these fees. It is just important to
learn what they are so you are clear what you are paying for.



Commissions
 This is paid to a “Broker” for selling you a product. The
commission may be directly out of your investment or
more hidden and paid from the product company.



Investment advisory fee
 This is paid typically out of your account for managing
the account.



Investment Expense Ratio
 This is fee is embedded in the investment product and
goes to that management firm to cover their costs.



Financial Planning Fees
 Fee charged by an advisor to prepare and maintain a
financial plan. Generally includes retirement, college,
and estate planning. Some firms may also provide tax
planning services.
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How much are you paying?
Most people have no idea what they are paying their advisor and
what services are included. Start by asking your advisor what their
fee schedule is. If they tell you not to worry about it, or that they are
compensated by the companies they place business with, then RUN.
They are not fiduciaries.
A typical advisory firm charges 1-2% annually of the assets you have with
them. For example:
$250,000 investment portfolio
1% Advisory Fee= $2,500 annually (most firms deduct this from your account
monthly or quarterly)
Some firms charge transaction costs on top of that.
This is on top of any of the underlying fees that may be embedded in your
investments

Here is an example of the “Debit” section of an account statement
form a $500,000 account.

This must be disclosed on your account statement, so look for a column
called “Fees” and check it out. To calculate the percentage simply take
the annual fee (In the example above you would multiply it by 4) and
divide by the assets being managed. In this example above, the account

size is about $500,000 so the advisory fee is 1% annually
(1278*4/500,000)
!
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What about Underlying Investment Fees?

Advisory fees are paid for advice and management services. In addition,
there are fees embedded in the investments in your account. High fees
can drag down your performance over time so you should monitor
those as well. You can find them by simply looking up one of your
holdings symbols and finding the “Expense Ratio”
This is what it might look like on a statement.

For this example, go into Yahoo finance or another search engine and
look up Symbol VDIGX
Fees & Expenses
Expense VDIGX

Category Average

Annual Report Expense Ratio (net)

0.33%

1.01%

Prospectus Net Expense Ratio

0.33%

N/A

Prospectus Gross Expense Ratio

0.33%

N/A

Max 12b1 Fee

N/A

N/A

COMPANY B (name withheld)
Fees & Expenses
Expense
Annual Report Expense Ratio

(net)

Category Average

0.91%

1.01%

Prospectus Net Expense Ratio

0.91%

N/A

Prospectus Gross Expense Ratio

0.91%

N/A

Max 12b1 Fee

0.25%

N/A

Company B is almost three times more expensive AND it is paying a 12b1 fee,
which is a sales fee paid to the financial advisors for servicing your account. If
your advisor is charging a fee for advisory services, this 12b1 fee should be
rebated to you if it is inside a retirement account. Some firms rebate these for all
accounts if they are charging a fee.
These fees can drag down your performance, so pay attention to them.
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Benchmark your advisory fees
Advisory fees are paid for advice. You can pay for investment advice
and financial planning advice. Below is a chart from
AdvisoryHQ.com which studies how advisors are paid and what the
averages are.

In addition, there are other ways an advisor can charge, from
flat hourly rates to retainer fees. Many, like ours, charge an
upfront planning fee to do all the analysis and develop a
financial plan.
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Turning the fee discussion on its head
When I was re-designing my firm a few years ago, I asked a simple
question: “What does it cost to have a client?” not all clients were
equal in the amount of time and effort required. Some clients planning
needs were rather simple while others had complex situations. Much
of the effort for a new client was in the first 12-18 months of a
relationship. Planning was intense, implementation could be
challenging, but once they were on board and comfortable with the
process, less work was required. Also, we discovered not all clients
wanted the same things. Some wanted lots of technology and required
little face to face time, while others never wanted technology and
preferred face to face time in addition to expensive paper statements
that are snail mailed.
We reinvented our service model so that the client picks the level of
service they want and only pay for what they get. Sounds simple, but I
don’t come across it very often in the industry. Most likely because it
can be difficult to monitor and implement and works best for boutique
firms like The Athena Financial Group where we only take on about 2024 new clients a year.
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Questions to ask your financial planner
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Are you a fiduciary?
1. If yes, “Do you fall under your state or the
SEC?”(Firms under $100,000,000 asset under
management are regulated by the state)
What is your fee schedule?
What services can I expect for this fee?
1. Financial Planning?
2. Investment monitoring
3. Tax Loss Harvesting?
Who pays investment transaction costs?
What tools and technology do you provide?
Who will I be directly dealing with when I call in? (this
is important, many firms quickly hand off accounts to a
servicing team)
How often will I have face to face meetings?

If the advisor does not answer these questions readily and
clearly, you should continue your search for an advisor.
Again, beware of the advisor who says they are paid from
the company they place business with. They are NOT a
fiduciary.
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To receive a complimentary analysis of your
portfolio fees and benchmark report,
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900 W University
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Rochester, MI 48307
(248) 453-5252
diane@theathenagrouponline.com
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